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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option A
E. Option E
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
For a company XYZ, Batch element entry has been transferred for
10000 employees. It is later found that the list of employees
for whom the element entry was done is incorrect and a
corrected list is provided. Identify the best way to remove the
element entry against these 10000 employees.
A. Run the transfer process again for the batch that was

transferred previously.
B. Purge the batch.
C. Run the Rollback Run process to reverse the effect of the
element entry.
D. Run RetroPay to reverse the effect of the element entry.
E. Roll back the batch.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation
The BEE (Rollback) Process is used to specify the Batch and
Remove the Element Entries Note: You can use BEE (Batch Element
Entry) to enter or update a batch of element entries for many
employees, using defaults for fast entry. For example, to
ensure that the data entry process is fast and that the data
entered is accurate, you can use BEE to enter timecard data
needed for regular pay processing,

NEW QUESTION: 3
During testing, you received comments that the default
functionality of the [Commit] key can cause an error message to
be displayed if there are no changes to save when it was
activated.
You decide to provide a button for users to validate the form
and issue a commit if necessary. To implement this, you write a
form-level procedure called
VALIDATE_AND_COMMIT.
The same functionality must be provided when the user chooses
File &gt; Save from the menu or presses the [Commit] key.
Which should you use?
A. The When-Button-Pressed trigger with the code
DO_KEY('[COMMIT]');
A form-level Key-Commit trigger with the code
DO_KEY('validate_and_commit');
B. The When-Button-Pressed trigger with the code
DO_KEY('COMMIT_FORM');
A form-level Key-Commit trigger with the code
DO_KEY('COMMIT_FORM');
validate_and_commit;
C. The When-Button-Pressed trigger with the code
DO_KEY('COMMIT_FORM');
A form-level Key-Commit trigger with the code
validate_and_commit;
D. The When-Button-Pressed trigger with the code
DO_KEY(commit;);
A form-level Key-Commit trigger with the code
validate_and_commit;
E. The When-Button-Pressed trigger with the code
validate_and_commit;
A form-level Key-Commit trigger with the code
DO_KEY('COMMIT_FORM');
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing an app that will be used to purchase and
share music. Users will be allowed to share only content that
they have purchased.
You need to display a message within the Share charm when users
attempt to share content that they have not purchased.
What should you do?
A. Set the LegalInformation property of the Data Package
object.
B. Use a toast notification.
C. Use the SetText() method of the Data Package object.
D. Use the FailWithDisplayText() method of the DataRequest
object.
Answer: D
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